Press Note

LTI and IBM Inaugurate Innovation and Experience Center in
Bengaluru to Help Clients Accelerate Digital Transformation
Companies will collaborate in the areas of hybrid cloud, security, data, and AI offerings
Mumbai – November 25, 2021: Larsen & Toubro Infotech Ltd. (BSE: 540005, NSE: LTI), a global technology
consulting and digital solutions company has opened an Innovation & Experience Centre at LTI Whitefield
campus in Bengaluru (India) focusing on IBM technologies. The Center will assist enterprises in modernizing
their operations and accelerating digital transformation journeys.
This Innovation and Experience Center will showcase LTI solutions that have been co-created using IBM
technologies such as IBM Cloud and Cloud Paks. The Centre will also serve as a forum for customers to engage
with LTI and IBM technical resources for in-depth technology briefings, solution demos, software, tool access
and solution workshops.
Sudhir Chaturvedi, President-Sales and Executive Board Member, LTI, said: “The rapid technological advances
make it necessary for customers to experience solutions before adopting them. Our new center in Bengaluru
fulfils this need for the joint customers of IBM and LTI. This center will offer combined benefits of LTI’s rich
domain proficiency and IBM’s deep technical expertise, and thereby assist clients in their transformation
journey.”
Through this center, IBM and LTI will collaborate and invest in creating joint solutions and develop industry
viewpoints around digital transformation, hybrid cloud, data & AI, and security services. In addition, both LTI
and IBM teams, will work with customers to address their requirements around driving digital transformation
and managing multiple clouds.
Evaristus Mainsah, GM, Hybrid Cloud and Edge Ecosystem, IBM, said, “This center is an outcome of our growing
alliance with LTI to help clients predict, automate, secure, and modernize their business operations. We are
confident our clients will benefit from the ease of access to industry-specific assets and customized joint
solutions with IBM’s open hybrid cloud approach that will help to accelerate their transformation journeys.”
Distinct features of the center include an IBM Playground for associates to explore and experiment with
prototypes, History Zone that highlights LTI-IBM alliance journey, joint customer success stories, Innovation
Zone for brainstorming on innovative ideas and planning future offerings, and Discussion Zone with feedback
mechanism to ensure continuous improvement.
LTI has strong capabilities in IBM’s Digital Business Automation portfolio. LTI’s Automation consultants are
helping clients in driving productivity improvements with industry specific pre-built IBM frameworks. Earlier
this year, LTI and IBM had announced expansion of their global alliance.
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About LTI:
LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients
succeed in a converging world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and
accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT
and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us
unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each
day, our team of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and
technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at
http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global.
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